
 
 

 

INDIA ROUND-UP 
 

USDINR: Last Friday, RBI delivered another set of stimulus measures. However, USDINR failed to move out the 

low volatility range it has been seen end of March. Monday morning is turning out to be somewhat positive for 

Asian equities, especially for Chinese and S. Korean markets. News of Chinese central bank reducing the 

interbank lending rates marginally boosted sentiments. Dollar CNH is trading flat. China is trying hard to promote 

that it is the island of the stability amidst a global chaos and that image would be dented if they allow CNY/CNH 

to depreciate too much against USD. Hence, I expect on and off intervention from the PBOC to keep USDCNH 

capped. That may be the reason why we are not seeing flare up in any of the major Asian currencies. Dollar 

Rupee is likely to open flat around 76.60 levels on April futures. As far as price action in April futures on NSE 

goes, an overlapping price structure has formed, which not only indicates loss of upward momentum but also 

at best a pause in the trend but at worst a distribution top. Which one is it? I would stick with consolidation 

and hence buying opportunity as long as USDINR April futures does not close below 15th April low of 76.00. 

Nevertheless, in case it does close below 76.00, exit long positions as USDINR can then fall towards 75.00 and 

then 74.70 levels.  

 

 

GLOBAL ROUND-UP 
 

EURINR: As expected EURINR came-off from 83.80 down towards 82.80 levels. Buy the dip, as the pair has 

support 82.00/82.30 levels. Maintain stop loss below 82.00. Resistance is closer to 83.80 on April futures. 

 

GBPINR:  Across Europe lockdowns are a reality, and UK is no exception. The only difference between UK and 

mainland Europe is that, the surge in COVID occurred later and hence UK may have to be lockdown for longer. 

Having said that, UK being a single nation can take policy decisions far more swiftly than EU, as latter has to wait 

for consensus to be achieved. However, UK also faces the Brexit delay. The talks between UK and EU get 

underway via the internet and any fresh uncertainty can undo some of the gains that GBP manages over the 

recent weeks. Technically, uptrend remains intact. Resistance is around 96.35 levels. Wait for a decline towards 

94.50/95.00 to enter fresh longs for a target of 98.00/98.50 levels.  Maintain stop loss below 93.20. 

 

JPYINR: Trend remains upward. Immediate resistance is around 71.50, followed by 72.20 levels.  This pair 

remains sensitive to risk appetite in markets. When there is global equity sell off, JPYINR tends to rise and vice a 

versa, due to it being used in carry trades. Buy the dip, as the pair has support around 70.65 and 70.30 levels. 

Maintain stop loss below 69.40. 

 

 

MACRO VIEW: 
 

Indian stock markets are responding to rebound underway across global equities, thanks to governments or 

central banks taking over default risk from investors or lenders without punishing them. However, economic 

dislocation is far from over and unless clarity can emerge about when we can see an end of the virus, it may not 

be corrected. If China is a guide, then after weeks of gradually opening up the economy, people are still fearful 

to venture out over weekends. This mistrust can remain far longer in democratic nations, as there are no 

draconian ways of pushing people to participate in economic activities. 

 

Indian authorities will be gradually opening up the economy from this week but only those parts which are not 

virus hotspots. Focus will remain to allow agricultural sector to function normally and also those industries which 

are considered essential. We need to watch the infection curve closely after this partial rollback. India has done 

a phenomenonal job of flattening the curve but future trajectory depends on how strongly we can continue to 

pursue the lockdown.  

 



Over the weekend, in a change of investment policy, GoI has clamped down in FDI from neighbouring nations. 

Nations with whom India shares land borders, which includes China. Now any investment in India from any 

business which even owned by a Chinese will need to be approved by GoI. Media outlets are pointing towards 

increased scrutiny on FPI flows as well as to how much is coming from Chinese investors. It seems, India is taking 

a protectionist step to avoid Indian businesses being taken over by Chinese investors. Though this step may 

appear draconian but considering that GoI has moved the Chinese investment from “automatic route” to 

“approval route”, it is not as bad as it would have been, if they would have banned it. As a result, I do not expect 

any significant damage to investor sentiments due to this step as there is a rising wave of anti-China sentiments 

globally, so India would not stand as an isolated case. 

 

 

MAJOR ECONOMIC DATA TO WATCH: 
 

• German PPI @ 11:30 am IST. Important for Euro. 

 

 

TECHNICAL VIEW: 
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